
Project Site Project Description Status START FINISH

Northwood Plaza Drive
There exists a round 108 inch CMP under an asphalt paved commercial street approximately 70 feet in length (in r/w 
of roadway). The pipe was constructed in sections as the commercial area grew and the stream needed piping for 
development. The length of pipe in the r/w has badly a corroded invert that needs repair. 

Substantially Complete. Added to Punch List for final _ _

Buckingham Place

There presently exists a 24 inch clay storm drain pipe beginning at a catch basin on Vineville Avenue (front of #2440 ) 
and runs southeasterly under several structures crossing Buckingham Place in the vicinity of 154 Buckingham Place 
and also going under the structure at 154 Buckingham Place until it ties into a manhole on Vineville Christian Towers 
property. The 24 inch clay pipe has longitudinal cracking in various sections along its route. Under and downstream 
of the residence of #154 Buckingham, the Public Works Department has made a temporary repair by cleaning out 
tree roots and trees over the top of the storm drain and replacing a section with plastic pipe.  Portions of the pipe 
need rerouting/replacing with RCP. 

Substantially Complete _ _

2550 Saratoga Drive
Pipe is a 42inch round CMP approximately 65 feet in length crossing an asphalt residential street with moderate pipe 
deformation including rusted out bottom and separation of joints. Both headwalls also show separation. Flumes 
taking water from street are undermined and settling.  Pipe to be replaced.

10/14/2020 11/20/2020

3673 Overlook Drive
There is 42 inch round CMP cross drain approximately 72 feet in length crossing Overlook Drive .Invert of the pipe is 
rusted out with deflection showing in the roadway and water running underneath the pipe. Surface water is jumping 
the makeshift curbing creating washing of the downstream slope.  Pipe to be replaced.

Substantially Complete _ _

2876 King Alfred Drive
There exists a 63 inch by 50 inch arch CMP under an asphalt paved residential street approximately 40 feet in length. 
The invert is rusted out and both headwalls are in need of repair.

Substantially Complete _ _

3001 Tiffin Circle

There is a double 42”x30” arch CMP  approximately 60 feet in length crossing Tiffin Circle(asphalt paved residential 
street) just west of the intersection of Tiffin Circle that has inverts rusted out in both pipes. There is deflection in 
both pipes with the outlet headwall needing repair. The inlet needs to be improved to allow adequate flow into the 
pipes.  The channel downstream of the pipes shows moderate erosion and needs stabilization. Pipes to be replaced.

Substantially Complete _ _

Crisp Street
In 1946 Crisp Street (residential street) was paved with concrete paving and clay storm drains were installed. A 20 to 
24 foot section of 24 inch clay storm drain has failed approximately 30 feet east of Blount Street. The concrete slab 
36 feet long and 28 feet wide has undermined and needs to be replaced when pipe is repaired. Several sections of 
the 24 inch clay storm drain shows signs of cracking downstream of failure.  

Substantially Complete _ _

2772 Portland Place
There exists a round 60 inch CMP approximately 60 feet long under an asphalt paved residential street. The 60inch 
CMP has a rusted out bottom with minor deformation in the pipe. There is no upstream headwall and some water is 
going under the beveled end of the pipe.  Pipe to be repaired

 10/7/2020 11/20/2020

1461 Lone Oak Drive

Pipe is a 36 inch diameter CMP storm drainage pipe approximately 30’ long crossing an asphalt residential street.  
Invert of pipe is eroded at both the inlet and outlet.  Flow line through pipe has holes in the invert.  There is also a 24 
inch pipe coming from a catch basin to the downstream headwall. Both headwalls and metal 36 inch pipe are in 
need of repair.  Pipe to be replaced.

8/28/2020 11/20/2020

1551 North Atwood Drive

There exists an arch 66inch by 40inch CMP under an asphalt paved residential street approximately 110 feet in 
length. The invert of the pipe shows rust and missing paved inverts throughout. The joints do not line up and some 
deflection in the top of pipe is showing. The headwalls need to be repaired, pipe to be  repaired and the sanitary line 
upstream permanently protected.

7/10/2020 8/10/2020

2760 Walnut Creek Road
There exists a 66 inch by 56 inch arch CMP with beveled ends under an asphalt paved residential street. The total 
length of crossing under the street is approximately 60 feet. The invert of the pipe is rusted and needs repairing 
along with an adjacent concrete flume at the inlet end that has been undermined.

9/28/2020 11/20/2020

1201 Seventh Street
There exists a large concrete box culvert draining under Seventh Street (multi-lane concrete paved street)with the 
northern most outlet headwall being separated from the box culvert. Public works will be attempting a temporary 
repair ,but the reinforced concrete headwall must be repaired. 

Substantially Complete _ _

Punch Out Project Punch List for all sites 9/2/2020 11/20/2020
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